This paper describes a research effort concerned with the design of the next generation of interne t architecture, which has been necessitated by two emerging trends . First, there will be at least a fe w orders of magnitude increase in data rates of communication networks in the next few years . Fo r example, researchers are already prototyping networks with data rates of up to a few hundred Mbps , and are planning networks with data rates up to a few Gbps . Second, researchers from all discipline s of science, engineering, and humanities plan to use the communication infrastructure to access widel y distributed resources in order to solve bigger and more complex problems . These trends provide ne w challenges and opportunities to researchers in the communication field . One such challenge is the design of what we call the very high speed internet (vHSI) abstraction which can help efficiently suppor t guaranteed levels of performance for a variety of applications, and can cope with the ever increasin g diversity of underlying networks with rapidly growing user population and needs . Our strategy toward s achieving this ambitious goal comprises the following :
INTRODUCTIO N
The ongoing research in the computer communication and telecommunication fields suggests two emerging trends which are complementary to one another . First, in the next few years we will witness communications networks which can support increasingly high data rates [7, 8, 14, 34, 36] . For example, network s with data rates of a few hundred Mbps are being prototyped and networks with data rates of a few Gbp s are being planned . Second, researchers from all disciplines of science, engineering, and humanities pla n to use the communication infrastructure to access widely distributed resources in order to solve bigge r and more complex problems [24] . These trends pose a number of new challenges and opportunities t o the researchers in the field of communications .
One such challenge is how to deal with the ever increasing diversity of underlying networks at hig h speed and at high performance levels, and how to support a wide variety of applications on one communication substrate . In the case of existing and emerging networks, the diversity includes speed , addressing, packet size and format, routing capabilities, access constraints, error control, resource allocation, and resource monitoring . The application set includes video distribution, computer imaging , distributed scientific computation and visualization, distributed file and procedure access, and multimedia conferencing . The challenge here is to support different applications that require considerabl y different quality of service in terms of bandwidth, end-to-end latency, errors, packet loss, etc . Moreover , the diversity of networks and applications will remain a fact of life for at least foreseeable future . Thus , a framework which will allow diverse networks to interwork together and diverse applications to wor k on top of interconnected networks is essential .
In the ARPA Internet and Iso models, the internet level is responsible for providing a homogeneou s networking abstraction on top of diverse networks [25, 33, 3] . The success of the TCP/IP protocol suit e and the ARPA Internet can be largely attributed to its internet abstraction which allows diverse network s to work together, allows a network to become part of the Internet without requiring any changes to it s internal structure, and finally allows higher level protocols to behave as if they operate in a homogeneou s network . However, the existing internet abstraction is based on the best effort datagram delivery whic h is becoming increasingly outdated for a number of reasons : it cannot work well with the connectionoriented high speed networks ; it does not do any explicit resource management, and thus cannot provid e variable grade service with guarantees to different applications ; and its gateway architectures are not designed to work at very high speeds .
Federal agencies that support the Internet have recognized its problems and have proposed a thre e phase plan to create the next generation of communication infrastructure for scientific communications [11, 24] . Clearly, phase I and II can be achieved with modest research and with the existing technology . However, phase is quite revolutionary and poses a number of interesting and challenging researc h and technological problems which require new solutions and pushing the state of the art in a number of areas . One such challenge is that of developing what we call the very high speed internet (vxsI ) abstraction . This abstraction must efficiently support guaranteed levels of performance for a variety o f applications, and cope with the ever increasing diversity of underlying networks with rapidly growin g user population and needs . An internetworking abstraction is very useful because it decouples th e issues specific to higher level applications from the underlying network technology . That is, if an internet abstraction is designed carefully and is rich in its functionality, it can protect transport an d application level protocols from the technological changes and evolution of the underlying networks . We claim that the vHsI abstraction must include the following functionality :
e The internet can allow networks to be diverse and autonomous, but must require that they provid e their parametric description to the internet, and either do their own resource management or allo w directly connected gateways to do it on their behalf.
a The internet abstraction should provide mechanisms for applications to request the quality o f service they need and to specify any routing constraints they may have .
a The internet must also include a basic building block or an abstraction which can overcome limitations of the classical connection and datagram abstractions . We introduce a new abstractio n called congram, which incorporates the strengths of both connection and datagram abstractions , and (hopefully) leaves out their weaknesses' . Such a service is key to providing variable grad e service to different applications with acceptable reconfigurability to deal with network failures .
The gateway architectures should be such as to allow variable number of input ports with variabl e data rates . Also, they have to provide all the internet level per packet processing in hardware i n order to carry traffic at full data rate with low latency .
1 A congram has a path and some statistical resources associated with it, and it is set up by an application usually for Internet Protoco l Network 3 Figure 1 : Internet Protocol Hierarch y Why these are the essential elements of the future internet, how to provide the functionality stipulate d by them, and how effective they are in a real internet environment are some of the questions that w e try to address in this paper .
In the next section, we briefly describe the important objectives of internetworking, present som e fundamental principles of high speed networking, and outline weaknesses of the existing Internet . In Section 3, we propose a design of the next generation internet abstraction which includes comments o n component networks' functionality, design of a multipoint congram-oriented internet protocol, resourc e management across diverse networks, and design of gateway architectures . Clearly, there are a numbe r of questions unanswered about the next generation internet abstraction, and in Section 4 we summariz e the work in progress which aims at getting answers to some of these questions . Finally, Section 5 is th e summary.
BACKGROUN D
The purpose of this section is to present an internet framework, necessary to keep the research on th e next generation of internetworking in perspective . First, we outline the high level and high priority objectives of the next generation of internetworking . Then, we summarize in abstract terms the principle s of high speed networking, derived from the extensive research on this topic in past few years . Finally, we conclude this section by outlining the limitations of the existing internet abstraction to motivate th e need for the next generation internet .
.1 Internet Objective s
In terms of the protocol hierarchy, an internet level protocol interfaces with transport protocols an d various network access protocols as shown in Figure 1 . In terms of its overall objectives, the internet leve l creates a virtual homogeneous network on top of diverse networks . That is, it allows transport protocol s and applications to operate as if in a homogeneous network and not be concerned with the underlyin g networks as shown in Figure 2 . In terms of packet forwarding, the internet protocol forwards packet s from one gateway to another, using the transport facilities of different networks, and using gateway s to switch packets between networks . There are also control and routing protocols at the internet leve l which help gateways to gather routing information and to manage the operation of the internet .
Considering that the internet is essentially a virtual network, its design objectives in part are th e same as those of a component network . Thus, the internet has to efficiently support guaranteed level s of performance for a wide variety of applications with growing user population and demands . Note that this statement of goals does not distinguish between network users and network providers, and does not explicitly include a number of other goals, such as a fair billing policy, network security, and networ k Efficiency. There are four major components of a computer (inter)network : applications, hosts , switching systems, and communication links . Here, we are primarily concerned with the communication links and switching systems . In a high speed environment, communication links can support data rates from 100 Mbps to a few Gbps, and various applications can send and receiv e data at similar rates . The efficient use of communication links means they have high utilization , that is, most of the time, they are busy carrying useful user information, Efficient use of switchin g systems means that data streams are switched from input ports to output ports with little queuin g delay, allowing high link utilization, and without requiring excessive hardware and software .
Diverse Applications . The communication substrate has to support a variety of applications whic h require transporting voice, video, and data in an integrated fashion . For example, video distribution, computer imaging, distributed scientific computation and visualization, distributed file access, and multimedia conferencing are all target applications . These applications generate traffi c with very different characteristics and have different requirements in terms of expected throughput, delay, errors, and their ability to dynamically adjust resource requirements . Networks shoul d provide mechanisms for these applications to request the quality of service they need and to specify any routing constraints they may have . Of course, networks have to provide mechanisms t o provide such a variable grade service and to meet routing constraints of the applications .
Guaranteed Levels of Performance . The ability to have guaranteed levels of performance mean s that the network should allow applications to meet their performance needs with high probability. Clearly, performance guarantees are statistical and do not imply inflexible and high levels o f resource needs . For example, a file transfer application may request the transfer of a severa l megabit long file to take place within an hour . In this case, the network has to guarantee tha t the file is transferred in the given time, but the actual transfer may require a small fraction of th e link bandwidths, allowing considerable flexibility .
Scalability . Experience with existing networks suggests that the network user community and thei r needs are rapidly increasing, and that this trend will continue for the foreseeable future . Thus , scalability means that the switching systems, protocols, and other mechanisms should be suc h that they can grow with the increasing demands and still be efficient and be able to make th e required performance guarantees .
It is important to note that these objectives are more difficult to achieve at the internet level tha n within a homogeneous network, because of a number of administrative and technological reasons : the underlying networks are under different administrative control ; they are technologically diverse ; th e internet cannot be optimized for a few application classes because it is the interface to users of a larg e number of interconnected networks ; and finally an internet abstraction should be designed such that i t can survive technological changes to the underlying networks . Table 1 in Section 3 .1 lists attributes of various example networks to provide an overview of the network diversity .
.High Speed Networking Approac h
In this section we describe, in relatively abstract terms, how high speed networks (HSN) have trie d to achieve these goals in a homogeneous environment, which is relatively simpler and more tractabl e problem . However, this discussion will help us formulate a few principles of high speed networkin g which are useful at the internet level as well .
Guaranteed Level of Performance . Two approaches are used to make performance guarantees i n a network, The first approach involves monitoring and control of resource allocation and usage o f each application . This approach requires that an application specify its resource needs a priori , and unless its needs can be met, it is blocked . Once started, mechanisms are provided to ensur e that it does not use more resources than requested . Because every application uses only its shar e of resources, it can meet its performance needs, and help avoid network congestion .
The second approach is to over-engineer the network to the extent that an application is certai n to get the resources it needs . Thus, the applications can be unconstrained and still be sure t o meet their performance needs and get the guaranteed level of performance .
Clearly, networks use both approaches with one of them being more dominant . Most HSNS us e the first approach as the dominant one, because it allows a network to deal with the statistica l behavior of applications better, and it can avoid frequent short term congestion in parts of th e network [1] . Also, in a large HSN environment, the second approach would require prohibitivel y large amount of resources to provide adequate over-engineering .
Thus, the first principle of HSN is to do tight monitoring and control of resource allocation an d usage of each application to make performance guarantees .
High Efficiency. With the commercial viability of the fiber optic medium already established, th e performance bottleneck has moved from communication media to switching systems . Thus, i n order to keep up with the data rates of communication links, it is essential that most of the packe t processing and other control operations be performed at high speeds, which implies hardwar e implementations . However, if all the switching logic is to be implemented in hardware or i n custom VLSI, the resulting switching system will be very expensive, complex, and inflexible .
The solution used in HSNS involves separating control and data paths, simplifying the data pat h as much as possible, and implementing the data path in hardware and control path in software . The simple data path can be implemented economically in hardware and can help achieve hig h link utilization . This strategy works well assuming that the bulk of communication informatio n exchanged is data, and since control operations are done in slower software, they are less frequen t and the subsequent data can tolerate this delay .
Thus, the second principle of HSNS is to separate time critical functions from non time critica l functions, and try to make the time critical functions as simple as possible in order to implemen t them economically in hardware .
Scalability. The bottleneck with reference to scalability is within the switching systems ' interconnection network . We need to use interconnection networks which scale well with the number o f communication links, where the number of links could be as high as few thousands . HsN switchin g systems use binary multistage routing networks, which are relatively complex and involve multiple store-and-forward operations within the switch, but have excellent scalability . Thus, wit h these switching systems, the HSNS can scale for a large number of communications links and ca n potentially be used to create a network as big as the existing telephone network .
Thus, the third principle of HSN is to choose switching and protocol architectures that scale wel l with the growing user population, with a maximum target population being the users of existin g telephone network .
Diverse Applications . There have not been any particularly novel solutions to the problems o f dealing with the diverse applications in a high speed environment, except for the following basi c consensus : it is too early to decide on an architecture that is suitable for all applications, an d so the underlying substrate should allow sufficient flexibility ; packet switching is flexible an d can potentially support different applications ; an integrated multipoint communication facility i s useful for a set of applications, and also includes point-to-point communication as a special case . Unfortunately, newer networks have also been (un)intentionally tailored to a subset of applications .
The most vivid example of this trend is the ATM effort which has adopted a standard for packe t length (64 bytes) which is appropriate for voice traffic, but clearly too short for many othe r applications and for higher speed communications .
.3 Limitations of the Existing Internet Abstractio n
The functionality typically associated with the internet level consists of packet forwarding betwee n similar and/or dissimilar networks, internet congestion control (or internet resource allocation an d management), network management 2 , a uniform addressing method, and internet routing [26,21 . We claim that the current internet abstraction has weaknesses in all these areas and needs major improvements to make it appropriate for the next generation of internet . We summarize the weaknesses in the following paragraphs : Predictable Performance . The internet level does not allow applications to explicitly request th e amount of resources and the quality of service desired . Moreover, the internet model is unabl e to support a predictable level of performance for its applications primarily for two reasons : first , the internet uses a datagram approach for all applications and does not do any explicit resourc e allocation ; second, it expects too little of its component networks . As mentioned earlier, th e internet requires that a component network try its best to forward a datagram toward its destination, but allows the network to lose, resequence, and duplicate datagrams . Additionally, ther e is no attempt to even characterize the throughput that a network can deliver to an application , and no functionality to reserve or preallocate resources for an application . We argue that without proper characterization of component networks and without any resource allocation, it i s extremely difficult, if not impossible, to provide predictable performance to applications .
Resource Management and Congestion Control . The congestion control strategy in the curren t internet has not been working well . It allows gateways and networks to become congested an d then uses two mechanisms to clear the congestion : gateways drop (selectively or randomly) packet s while congested ; and gateways send ICMP source quench messages to a host which is sending to o many packets too fast {17,27] .
It is not difficult to see that these mechanisms are not appropriate for the VHSI environment . First, a number of applications simply cannot tolerate gateways dropping their packets . Second , the source quench message is reacted to with excessive delay, especially in the vHSI, because i t takes too long (measured in number of bits) for these messages to propagate and to initiate a n action in response . In the mean time, a large number of packets would have been dropped, an d the congestion situation might have even changed . We claim that in a VHSI environment, it i s more effective to avoid congestion rather than to let the congestion happen and then try to clea r it .
Transport protocols also do some congestion control in the internet . They use estimates of roundtrip-delays and packet acknowledgements to detect congestion in the internet [18, 28] . Whe n congestion is detected, they shrink their window sizes to reduce the offered load to the network . In other words, the end-to-end flow control is used to do the congestion control . This does no t work well because it is too slow and conservative to be effective in the VHSI for the same reasons as explained above, it is based on an inaccurate estimate of the congestion, and it would lead t o unpredictable performance to applications .
Packet Forwarding in Gateways . A gateway typically consists of two or more network interface s connected to a general purpose processor and memory . Network interfaces do most of the networ k specific tasks, and the processor does most of the internet level processing, which is relativel y complex, in software . Clearly, such a gateway architecture cannot keep up with the high dat a rates, and thus, cannot deliver acceptable throughput, measured in number of packets per second , to its users . Also, if a bus is used as the gateway's internal interconnection network, it can saturat e even for a modest number of input ports .
The recent designs of gateways have moved the internet level processing to the network interface s which contain their own processor and memory. The main processor deals with only the exceptional situations, such as setting up routing tables for the network interfaces and internet routin g protocol functions . This is only marginally better, because the per packet processing is still don e in software on a stored-program processor .
Internet Routing . The Internet is divided into a number of autonomous systems (As), and an AS use s exterior gateways to spread and gather reachability information about the Internet connectivit y for inter-As routing [21, 30, 16] . Gateways, responsible for the inter-As routing, do not use an y elaborate routing protocol and do not exchange all the information about the Internet needed b y other protocols to perform optimal routing . In short, the inter-As routing model (essentially th e EG? model) does not have sufficient functionality to ensure optimal routes in any sense .
Addressing . The current internet addressing scheme cannot support the expected growth of th e Internet, mobile hosts, truly diverse networks (telephone network, for example), and does no t provide assistance with routing of packets . Thus, there is a need to design an addressing schem e which can account for these problems .
In summary, although the Internet has been the center of most of the computer networking researc h and has led to a number of fundamental contributions, the time has come to explore a revised interne t abstraction which can correct the above mentioned weaknesses and can work well with the emergin g networks and applications .
THE NEXT GENERATION OF INTERNETWORKIN G
In this section we present our design of the next generation internet abstraction, called the very hig h speed internet (vxsI) abstraction . It resembles the existing internet abstraction only in rudimentar y ways . For example, the internet level protocol in the vHSt also interfaces with applications and underlying networks, uses transport facilities of the networks to forward packets, and uses gateways to switc h packets between networks . The VHSI abstraction, which includes a number of significant improvement s over the current internet abstraction, is shown in Figure 3 . This includes a multipoint congram-oriente d transport facility, resource management servers for diverse networks, an internet route server, and interface to various network access protocols . A host may include a simple internet router (default nex t hop for nonlocal hosts), a resource server pointing to a gateway, a network interface, and an interfac e to a number of transport protocols . A gateway may include inter and intra domain routing, resourc e servers for multiple networks, and interfaces to several networks . It is important to point out that the vHst may also include a connectionless service, a modifie d version of the current datagram IE . However, we have intentionally focused on only the congramoriented service, because this is the most novel aspect of the VHSI . There are also a number of issue s related to the interoperability of connectionless and congram-oriented services at the internet level, bu t we have postponed their treatment until after we have acquired sufficient understanding of the propose d congram-oriented service .
The details of the VHSI abstraction are presented in terms of the discussion on the component networks , a brief description of the multipoint congram-oriented internet protocol, resource management strategie s for diverse networks, design of gateway architectures, and functionality expected of internet routin g protocols . We have included the discussion on the internet routing for the sake of completeness, but i t is not within the scope of our research program .
.1 Component Network s
The VHSI, as the existing Internet., will include a variety of local, regional, and national networks , and each class will consist of public networks, private corporate networks, and networks supporte d by the federal agencies . Of course, some of the existing networks such as Ethernet and proprietar y networks (e .g . SNA and DECNET) will be part of the VHSI because of their continued usefulness i n some environments and because of their large penetration . We argue that the VHSI can successfull y deal with the network diversity, only if it can impose certain requirements on the component network s and get them to cooperate at the internet level in a number of important ways . In other words, th e network level diversity implies some cost to the component networks in terms of having to provid e certain functionality to the internet level . We believe that without imposing such constraints, makin g end-to-end performance guarantees to applications is very difficult, if not impossible .
Note that the imposition of requirements on the component networks is a departure from the curren t Internet philosophy . The current Internet model does not expect anything from the component networks, except for best effort delivery of datagrams . This means that a network can lose, duplicate, an d resequence packets arbitrarily often . In the following paragraphs we summarize the diversity permitte d and the minimum functionality expected of the component networks in the VHSI .
Network Diversity
In terms of diversity, networks can have different speed, packet size, packet format, resource managemen t policies, access protocols, routing capabilities, and access constraints . Figure 4 shows a small part of a hypothetical VHSI, and Table 1 lists important attributes (in some cases assumed) of various network s to get a feel for the diversity. For example, it is assumed that the backbone network of the futur e ScienceNet (network n3) provides a datagram service at the network level and has mechanisms for it s gateways (such as g2) to do limited resource allocation and management . Note that the networks in thi s table are carefully chosen for their diversity . For example, at the national level, an ATM based broadban d integrated service digital network (BISDN) is included because telephone companies have strong interest s in supporting ATM based public networks ; BPN is included because it is an example of the high spee d networking technology that a private corporate network may adopt ; and ScienceNet exemplifies network s which are appropriate for the scientific community and supported by federal agencies . Similarly, ther e will be great diversity in local area networks providing differing capabilities . Examples of local are a networks that the VHS! would include are Ethernet, FDDI, and PBXs .
It is important to note that the vxst allows networks which internally support connectionless o r connection-oriented access . Also, it allows connections with different semantics, e .g . BPN Network Requirement s Parametric Description of Network Capabilities . Given the variety of capabilities of the component networks in vxsr, it is essential that the internet protocol include mechanisms for describing th e capabilities of networks and for exchanging these descriptions among the gateways to guide the routin g decisions . For example, when selecting a route for a connection requiring a particular bandwidth (say 1 Mbps), it is essential that the route not traverse subnetworks incapable of supporting that bandwidth . Similarly, connections requiring low packet loss rates should not be routed through networks that los e packets frequently .
The following list gives a few of the parameters that might be included as part of a network description . A few of these parameters are given relative to a standard reference path, which, for example, might b e a path carrying heavy traffic between endpoints that are geographically distant .
e Bandwidth options . This specifies the various connection bandwidths that the network can support . It may be specified as a single value, a few discrete values, or a range of values .
• Bandwidth allocation option . This specifies the type of bandwidth allocation that the networ k can support . Options include peak bandwidth allocation, statistical allocation (which allow s connections with varying instantaneous data rates to statistically share the bandwidth, but allows explicit allocation to ensure predictable performance), and no bandwidth allocation (whic h provides no performance guarantees) .
e Packet loss rate . This specifies the frequency of packet loss on a standard reference path .
® Packet misordering separation . This specifies the time between transmission of packets on a standard reference path at which the likelihood of packet misordering exceeds some threshold .
e Packet delay . This specifies delay on a standard reference path (perhaps average and ninety-nint h percentile) .
. Multipoint capability . This specifies the ability and characteristics of the multipoint connection s that can be supported across the network . Characteristics include number of endpoints an d various operations permitted on the connection .
• Routing Constraints . This specifies any access constraints that the network may have . Fo r example, a network can decide not to route traffic originating from certain hosts or networks o r traffic to have traveled over some networks . Also, some networks can specify not to route an y transit traffic through them .
The parameters listed above are envisioned as static and can be obtained from the network operato r or the network operations center . It may also be useful to allow more dynamic traffic information t o be included and updated periodically. Using parameters such as these, along with the knowledge o f individual connection requirements, it is possible for the internet protocols to make better decision s about routing of new connections .
Resource Management . We have argued that in a high speed environment it is necessary to d o resource management on a per application congram/connection basis to make performance guarantee s to applications . This requires the network to either do its own resource management, or allow it s directly connected gateways to provide this functionality . The purpose is to allow every component network to ensure that if an application is using its specified share of resources, the network can mee t application ' s performance constraints, such as end-to-end delay, throughput, and packet loss rate .
Obviously, not all of the existing and the emerging networks have this functionality . However, w e believe that suitable mechanisms can be designed which would allow either networks or their gateway s to do appropriate resource management while requiring minimal changes to their internal structure . Details of how to do this are presented in Section 3 .3 .
.2 Multipoint Congram-oriented High Performance Internet Protoco l Congram Justification
As mentioned earlier, one of the strengths of the vHSI is its multipoint congram-oriented interne t service, which can provide variable grade service with performance guarantees to applications . There is little doubt that the next generation internet protocol must provide high performance wit h high predictability. Also, an integrated multipoint communication facility is important for a numbe r of applications such as video distribution, multimedia conferencing, LAN interconnect, network management, and other distributed systems applications [6, 35] . However, one issue that researchers stil l argue about is that of connection vs . connectionless service . In the following paragraphs we briefl y present our arguments in favor of a service which aims at combining strengths of both the connectio n and datagram .
Connection vs . Connectionles s
The issue of connection vs . connectionless service is at least as old as computer communications an d has been a continual source of religious debates . The reason for its persistence is that the semantics o f
found in computer communications . Subsequently, a connection meant a virtual circui t (as in x .25 networks) on top of packet switching, providing additional flexibility and efficiency over th e physical circuit . However, this connection implied a relatively static path for packet routing and reliabl e delivery of packets . Reliability, in turn, implied complex and slow mechanisms for hop-to-hop flow an d error control . The need for exploring a connection-oriented architecture is recently expressed by th e National Research Network Review Committee in its report " Toward a National Research Network" as indicated by the following paragraph from this report [24] :
Current connectionless services create significant overhead per packet, and this overhead implie s severe limitations on packet rates in the switch . The source of the current connectionless world i n which our networks and gateways find themselves was the tradeoffs among bandwidth, storage, an d switch complexity . However, these tradeoffs are changing dramatically, and certainly there will b e a significant change by the time the phase 3 networks arrive .
The information available with connection-oriented communication can be extremely valuable i n simplifying the processing requirements of the switch ; this is especially important since the switc h is likely to become the bottleneck in phase 3 .
The IAB (Internet Activities Board) has also recognized the need for a connection-oriented service an d has recently started a new working group called " sT and the Connection-oriented Internet Protocol " [12 ] McHIP and emerging high speed networks are taking the concept of a connection a few steps further i n order to make it more suitable for a wide variety of applications and networks . We call this connectio n abstraction congram, because it incorporates important aspects of connection-oriented and datagram services, and because it avoids any prejudice resulting from using old terms, such as connection o r datagram . A congram in our context means a plesio-reliable service with no hop-to-hop flow and erro r control 3 . A congram only implies a predetermined path for packets and some resources statisticall y bound to the congram (application) . Also, appropriate low overhead mechanisms are provided to allow establishment and reconfiguration of the congram path . Note that reconfigurability is important t o ensure survivability in the event of network failures . Thus, the important point to note about th e plesio-reliable congram abstraction is that the connection part of this abstraction provides efficient pe r packet processing and variable grade service with performance guarantees, and the plesio=reliabilit y part provides survivability and flexibility as in a datagram model . In short, this abstraction has th e potential to incorporate the valuable aspects of both connectionless and connection-oriented approaches . We argue that there is a need to explore the potential of such a congram-oriented service at the interne t level .
Mel-11P Overview
The purpose of this subsection is to give an overview of McHIP . McHIP supports two types of congrams : perpetual internet congrarn (PICon) and user congram (UCon) . PlCons are long lived congrams betwee n McHIP entities, and their purpose is to carry data for UCons that are in the transient state . There ar e three possible ways for an application to send its data using congrams, as shown in Figure 5 . First , an application establishes its own UCon, sends the data, and terminates the UCon (track A) . Second , an application still establishes its own UCon, but uses PlCons for sending its data while its UCon i s being set up or reconfigured (track B) . Finally, an application may not establish its own UCon but us e PlCons to send small amounts of data (track C) . The details of tracks B and C are left for the futur e reports, but the motivation for them is presented later in this section .
The details of track A are presented in terms of three phases of a congram : congram set up, operation , and termination . Figure 6 shows messages exchanged between the transport/application protocol an d 3 Plesio comes from the Greek word plesios which means close to or almost .
MCHIP during these three phases . The internet is considered as a black box which can route a multipoint congram and can transport data among the endpoints . The attributes of a congram are also shown . They fall in four categories : bandwidth, delay, reliability, and access permissions . The bandwidt h attributes include values for peak bandwidth, average bandwidth, and burst factor, at the desire d and minimum acceptable levels . The degraded performance flag (DPP') indicates if the application can tolerate performance degradation in case of network congestion . Thus, this flag allows an applicatio n to specify its willingness to let the network reduce its resources during the life of the congram . The delay attributes (D) include minimum and maximum delay for any packet at the desired and minimall y acceptable levels . The access permissions (P) for the congram are defined for the owner, group, an d others, and within each class, an endpoint can have read as well as write permissions . The network rout e mask (NRM) is a set of predicates that specify the routing constraints of the congram . It is importan t to note that all applications need not specify all attributes, and that what constitutes the appropriat e list is a subject of further research . Now let us consider each phase of the congram in detail .
Congrarn Set u p
The congram set up phase typically consists of identifying a path, allocating resources on this path , and initializing appropriate tables and hardware mechanisms to ensure that subsequent packets wil l be switched with minimal processing . As an example, consider Figure 4 and assume that host hi on Ethernet n1 is trying to initiate a multipoint congram with hosts h2-h5 .
Host hl (MCHIP-hl) needs to query the resource server on gateway gl to check if a congram of give n attributes can be supported on network al . Assuming there is enough bandwidth available on networ k al, the resource server will allow the congram . Subsequently, MCHIP-hl will learn from its routin g server that hosts h2-h5 can be reached via gi . Hence maim-hi sends the inet-open-con() reques t to MCHIP-gl, which consults its routing server to decide that h4 and h5 are directly reachable o n network BPN In any case, every gateway agrees to route a multipoint congram only if the corresponding networ k has enough resources for the congram . In the case of networks such as Ethernet and ScienceNet, which use the datagram approach, suitable mechanisms are provided for gateways to monitor the resourc e usage within the network . Gateways are authorized to block congrams if they determine that enoug h resources are not available to meet the performance needs of the application .
During the congram set up, gateways have to do various table initializations to simplify the per packe t processing for the subsequent packets . There are two important points to note . First, every gateway may perform these functions differently, depending on the type of networks that it is connected to . Second , congram set up operations, though similar to their counterparts in other connection-oriented protocols , are additionally complex because of the diversity of underlying networks . For example, gateway g2 i n our example has to remember that when a packet is received from gateway gi, it needs to send copies o f the packet to both hosts h2 and h3 . Additionally, g2 may initialize some fragmentation and reassembl y logic to ensure that packets coming on ScienceNet get fragmented into fixed size packets before bein g sent on to BPN .
Congram Operatio n
During the life of a congram, there are primarily two types of operations : data transfer and modifications of congram attributes .
Data transfer operations involve the transfer of data packets from the source to various endpoint s in a multipoint congram . The per packet processing for a data packet typically involves matchin g the congram id of the input packet in a table to decide on which output link(s) to send the packet . However, the internet per packet processing in a gateway is more involved and depends on the componen t networks . For example, ScienceNet (n3) does not support multipoint congrams, and therefore, gatewa y g2 must maintain multiple point-to-point congrams, and make copies of input packets and send the m to appropriate endpoints on n3 . Also, gateway g2 interfaces a connection oriented network (n2) an d a datagram network (n3) . Thus, while forwarding packets from n2 to n3, g2 has to translate th e connection id in packets to network addresses of destinations on n3 . Similarly, when g2 forward s packets from datagram network n3 to connection-oriented network n2, it has to do some sequencing o f packets arriving from n3 . Also, we expect that the connection oriented networks and datagram network s will have drastically different packet lengths, and therefore, a gateway such as g2 must perform packe t fragmentation and reassembly. We believe that it is better to do reassembly at the intermediate gateway s than to send very short packets into a datagram network, resulting in inefficient use of network resources .
McHIP must also make performance guarantees to applications and avoid congestion using tight monitoring and control of resource usage . This implies that gateways act as check points to ensure that the traffic characteristics of a congram do not change drastically at the network boundaries . If they do , the gateway must perform appropriate traffic smoothing and sequencing . Section 3 .4 describes the pe r packet processing at a gateway in more detail .
In addition to data transfer operations, we wish to allow congram modification operations whic h include adding a new endpoint, deleting an endpoint, changing attributes of the congram, and re-routin g part of the congram in the case of a network failure . Most of the congram modification operations ar e done in the control processor of the gateway, and are therefore, slow compared to packet forwarding . However, while the modification is being executed, the application can continue to use the congram a t its old specifications . For example, an application may request an increase in its bandwidth, and whil e the internetwork is attempting to allocate more bandwidth, the application would be able to send dat a at its previous rate . Again, diversity of networks and elaborate modifications of a congram make th e McHIP more complex and challenging to design .
Congram Terminatio n
Congram termination is relatively simple and essentially involves making sure that the data in transit i s taken care of, and the resources of the congram are deallocated . We allow only the originator of the congram to close a multipoint congram . Thus, in our example (refer to Figure 4) , the application at h 1 may decide to close the congram, which results in McHIP-hl sending a inet-close--con() to MCHIP-gl . Th e MCHIP-gl forwards this inet-close-con() to h4, h5, and g2 and waits for acknowledgements . MCHIP-h 4 and McHIP-h5 notify their respective applications of the event and send an inet-close°con-ack() t o MCHIP-gl . MCHIP-g2 forwards the inet-close--con() to h2 and h3 and also waits for acknowledgements . When MCHIP-g2 gets the acknowledgements, it notifies its resource server to deallocate resource s of the congram, and it forwards the acknowledgements to MCHIP-gl . Similarly, MCHIP-gl, after receivin g acknowledgements from MCHIP-hl, MCHIP-h2, and MCHIP-g2, closes the multipoint connection on BPN , sends the acknowledgements to McI-IIP-hl, and finally also deallocates the resources on Ethernet nl .
Motivation for Perpetual Internet Congram (PICon )
Two major concerns, which may also be associated with congrams, with the connection-oriented approach are the following :
Connection set up overhead, in terms of latency, may not be acceptable to applications that hav e small amounts of data to send or simply cannot wait for the connection set up time .
s Connection reconfiguration, which may be necessary due to network failures, is a high overhea d operation, involving identification of a new path and set up of new tables (modification of stat e information) . During this time, either service is disrupted or packets are lost . Service disruption s and lost packets are difficult to deal with in a traditional connection-oriented approach, becaus e the connection must provide a perfectly reliable service to its higher level protocols . In othe r words, the connection oriented approach is less robust to network failures than the datagra m approach .
It is important to note that MCHIP provides only a plesio-reliable service, and therefore, its higher leve l protocols would include appropriate functionality to deal with the lost packets and service disruption s [31, 32] . Thus, the VHSI abstraction is inherently robust (as the datagram model), and allows MCHI P to deal with network failures by doing nothing, and letting the higher level protocols take care o f them . Note this is the same approach as that of datagram IP and has worked very well in the existin g Internet . Of course, it is important to note that the VHSI expects network failures to be rare . Also , reconfigurability due to network congestion is an unlikely event, because MCHIP emphasizes congestio n avoidance by explicit resource allocation . Thus, in the normal course of operation, MCHIP expect s and delivers high performance with high predictability to its higher level protocols, but in the cas e of rare network failures, it is acceptable for McHIP to let the higher level protocol try to recover from failures . However, we want to provide mechanisms which can reduce the impact of congram set up an d reconfiguration on higher level protocols .
We deal with these issues by allowing two types of congram at the internet level : user and perpetual internet congrams . A congram can be in either the transient or established state . A user congram i s set up, used, and terminated by an application . An established user congram has endpoints, path, an d resources associated with it, otherwise, it is in the transient state . Thus, a congram that is being set up or reconfigured is in the transient state .
A perpetual congram is a long lived congram between MCHIP entities at some subset of gateways and hosts . Perpetual congrams are to be configured such that all of them together cover most of th e internet topology . The purpose of perpetual congrams is to carry data for congrams that are in th e transient state (which do not yet have all resources allocated to them) . It is possible that one transien t congram may use the concatenation of (segments of) multiple perpetual congrams . Thus, the perpetua l congrams provide temporary resources to congrams in the transient state in order to allow application s to send data during congram set up and reconfiguration . Under this scheme, if an application has a small amount of data to send and does not want to set up a congram of its own, it can send this dat a on a perpetual congram .
This idea of multiplexing data from user congrams in the transient state onto perpetual congrams ha s a lot of promise, because with this functionality, we can have a congram abstraction which provides variable grade service and performance guarantees, and which also allows efficient reconfigurability. Thus , this kind of congram abstraction can have advantages of both congram-oriented and connectionles s approaches .
For the sake of clarity, this brief description of McHIP has not included any discussion on how th e protocol deals with error conditions and with link and gateway failures . The full specification of th e protocol, which is nearing completion for a preliminary version, accounts for these situations [20] .
.Internet Resource Managemen t
One of our major goals is to able to make performance guarantees to applications across an internet o f diverse networks . To achieve this goal, we have argued that it is necessary to do monitoring and contro l of resource allocation and usage on a per congram/connection basis . Figure 8 shows the basic model fo r resource management on a point-to-point channel connecting two packet switches . The bandwidth o f the channel is W bps and each packet switch has B packet buffers . Each of m congrams supported o n this channel is statistically allocated some fraction wi of the bandwidth W (called effective bandwidth ) and is also allocated b i buffers . Whenever a new congram is to start, it specifies its resource an d performance needs using an application description model (ADM) . The ADM is specified as a numbe r of parameters, such as D = p l , p 2 , • • p,,, where p i may be the peak bandwidth and py the average bandwidth requested by the congram . D is used to decide the congram's effective bandwidth and buffe r requirements, and the congram is allowed to start only if these resources are available . Otherwise, the congram is blocked . Once a congram is established, suitable enforcement mechanisms are provided i n terms of traffic valves (t i ) to ensure that the congram is not using more than its specified share o f resources . Of course, the basic purpose of all this is to select D and compute w% and bi such tha t we can maximize the channel utilization, minimize blocking, and still meet the performance needs o f applications with high probability .
Only a few networks do such elaborate resource management . For example, BPN uses D = (peak-bw , average-bw, burst -factor), and some other networks use a simplistic D v (peak-. bw) [1] . However, mos t of the existing and emerging networks do not have this functionality . We argue that suitable mechanisms can be designed at the internet level to incorporate this functionality, with only minor modifications t o the internal operation of the networks .
A simple but effective approach is to designate gateways to serve as a resource manager or resourc e server -similar in spirit to a name or route server . A resource server is responsible on behalf of it s network for keeping track of resource usage of active congrams and accepting new congrams only i f there are resources to meet the performance needs of the congram . For example, a datagram networ k does not do any explicit resource management . Our scheme suggests that all or a subset of its directl y connected gateways act as resource servers, and thus keep track of all active congrams and availabl e resources in the network . Every time a new internet congram is set up within or across this network, on e of these gateways is consulted to check if appropriate resources are available to support this congram . Various gateways communicate with each other and possibly with packet switches within the networ k to ensure that their view of resource availability in the network is consistent .
In the case of broadcast local area networks (such as Ethernet), this scheme can be easily implemente d with good results . The gateway keeps a record of all active congrams with their resource needs an d also monitors traffic on the broadcast channel . This furnishes an accurate state of resource availability to the resource server, and thus allows the gateway to make decisions about new congram requests . O f course, if the network carries datagram traffic, suitable mechanisms are provided to ensure that it doe s not affect the congram traffic .
In the case of a wide area point-to-point network, design of the resource servers is arelatively comple x problem . Our strategy is to require every packet switch to periodically report availability of resource s on its output links to one of the gateways . The gateway compiles this information along with th e static parametric description of the network and resource usage of all active congrams in a resourc e database . Gateways also periodically exchange appropriate information from their resource database s with each other to ensure that their view of resource availability in the network is consistent . Obviously , the actual resource availability is constantly changing in a real network, especially in the presence o f datagram traffic, and gateways have to make the decisions based on outdated information . We believ e we can design update mechanisms which are robust to the short term perturbations resulting fro m information not yet reported to gateways . For example, gateways can maintain a multipoint congra m among themselves with sufficient resources allocated to the congram . Thus, the resource updates in th e network are likely to be propagated promptly without being discarded, even in the case of temporar y overload . Also, the resource update information contains short term as well as long term usage patterns , which help gateways to make more accurate judgements about the state of resource availability in th e network .
Another issue to be considered in the case of wide area datagram networks is that packets or datagrams of an internet congram may travel on different routes, and therefore, gateways need to consider alternat e paths and have to allocate resources on those paths . In datagram networks that allow source routing , this is not a problem, because the gateway can specify a source route and allocate resources only on thi s path . It is important to note that ANSI and other routing standards are moving towards supporting the source route option for other reasons, but it is also useful for resource allocation N . Without such a n option, a gateway must allocate resources on alternate paths based on the expected fraction of traffi c on each path . Feasibility and effectiveness of such resource allocation methods on datagram network s is one of the topics of the research in progress .
.4 Gateway Architectur e
As mentioned earlier, a gateway in the VHSI has to implement the McHIP protocol and provide th e functionality to be a network resource server and an internet route server . The gateway architecture s must be such as to allow efficient McHIP implementation . Thus, the important design goals for a gatewa y architecture in the VHSI include the ability to interface with variable number of input ports (2-64), t o interface with networks that support data rates up to a few hundred Mbps with high link utilization , and to switch input packets with latency less than a few milliseconds .
A gateway, to the first approximation, is a switch and can be designed using a switching fabri c of a fast packet switch as shown in Figure 9 . The figure also shows the internal encapsulations an d decapsulations of a packet at important reference points in the gateway . All the per packet processing i s done in hardware using an extended switching fabric (EsP), and the McHIP congram, resource, and rout e management are implemented on a gateway control processor (GCP), connected to the EH' . Thus, th e GCP receives McHIP requests such as open_con() , close_conO, as well as resource and route request s and updates . It processes these requests with the help of the resource server and routing server an d initializes the appropriate logic in the EsF to facilitate the subsequent packet forwarding . An important aspect of this architecture is that the critical path, consisting of per packet processing, is implemente d in hardware for high speed operation, and the non-critical path, consisting of congram, resource, an d route management, in software on the GcP for reasons of flexibility and economy .
Operation of the ESF is described next . The network interface (NI) does the network specific encapsulation and decapsulation . The input packet processor (PP) does error checking, table lookup(s) o n congram id to decide output port(s) and the number of copies to be made, and encapsulation of th e packet for internal use . The switching fabric (SF) is responsible for routing packets from an input por t to the appropriate output port or to a set of output ports which means making the required numbe r of copies and routing each copy to an appropriate output port . Then on the output side, the packe t may undergo operations such as sequencing (sL -sequencing logic), fragmentation (FL), reassembl y (RL), and traffic smoothing (TSL . The output PP adds some network specific control information (fo r example, a source route) to be used by the NI and makes additional copies of the packet to be sen t on the corresponding network . Note that a gateway has to send multiple copies of a packet on th e same output port in the case of a multipoint congram whose endpoints are on a network that does not internally support multipoint communication . These copies are not made within the ESF, but are mad e by the output PP . In the following paragraphs we discuss the design of various building blocks of th e gateway.
Switching Fabric . As mentioned earlier, the gateway can use the same type of switching fabric a s used in fast packet switches . However, two new issues arise in this environment that need specia l consideration : switch size and packet length . Switch size has to do with the number of ports i n the switch fabric, which can range from 2 to 64 . For example, a gateway connecting a LAN t o a backbone wide area network requires only two ports, which is quite common in the existin g internet . In vHSI, however, we also expect to see larger gateway implementations which wil l interconnect several networks with 5-10 ports per network . For example, a gateway may connec t 10-20 LAN segments of a campus network directly to a backbone network, in order to avoid th e performance penalties resulting from the hierarchical structure of the campus network . Anothe r example is that of two high speed public networks that have enough traffic between them to requir e approximately ten communication lines interconnecting them via a gateway . In these cases, th e gateway obviously needs at least tens of ports .
When the number of ports is small (e .g . < 8), multistage switch fabrics are unnecessarily complex , and a simpler crossbar implementation can be satisfactory. As an extreme, a bus is adequate fo r a gateway connecting only two ports . Thus, the selection of a switch fabric for a gateway depend s on the gateway connectivity and its expected growth .
The second issue has to do with the packet length for the switching fabric in a gateway . Mos t high speed packet switches use fixed length packets, but a gateway invariably has to interface t o networks with different packet lengths and to networks that allow variable length packets . Thus , the switch fabric in a gateway must either switch variable length packets or fragment input packet s internally to fixed length packets, switch them using a fixed length packet fabric, and reassembl e them at the output as needed by the next hop network' . Clearly, both approaches have thei r relative advantages .
Our aim in the design of a viISI gateway is to use an existing switch fabric, without modifications , and design additional hardware around it to do the internet specific tasks . Two switch fabric s that we are interested in are the Knockout and BPN . The Knockout switch allows variable lengt h packets and is optimized for the number of ports in the range of 0-64 [36, 37] . The BPN switch i s attractive because it is being locally developed as part of another related research project, and thus, would be readily available for the prototype effort . The BPN switch is also ATM compatible , and thus, the gateway design based on the BPN switch fabric would allow future VHSI gateway s to use a wide variety of ATM compatible switching fabrics .
The most important part of the high speed gateway architecture is the hardware implementation of the per packet processing operations such as sequencing, fragmentation, and reassembly . Implementation of these operations in hardware is discussed next .
Fragmentation and Reassembly. Considering the increasing discrepancy in packet lengths, in onl y a few cases can congrams be established to use paths which avoid fragmentation and reassembl y without any performance penalty . Thus, fragmentation and reassembly at network boundarie s will be a necessity on most of the internet paths . Note, for example, that sending 64 byte lon g ATM cells on a datagram network with a maximum packet size of 2000 bytes would result in unacceptable inefficiency . Assuming we do the fragmentation and reassembly at network boundaries , the important question is : should it be done at the internet level within the gateway, or shoul d it be left to individual networks? Though it is tempting to leave this functionality to individua l networks, and thus, simplify the internet level processing, we argue that it is a bad idea . A gateway is responsible for setting up internet congrams, and for making performance guarantee s to applications, and therefore, it is the most appropriate entity to have control over fragmentation and reassembly . Also, the basic purpose of gateways is to deal with network diversity an d relieve the individual networks and applications from the complexity (such as fragmentation an d reassembly) arising from this diversity . In the following paragraphs we show how fragmentation and reassembly can be implemented in hardware along with other internet functionality .
The fragmentation of internet packets is relatively straight forward . The fragmentation logic ha s to receive a stream of input packets (long packets) with MCHIP header, divide each packet int o smaller fragments, copy the appropriate header information to each fragment from the origina l packet (with some modifications), and send the fragments out . The fragmentation can be done o n the fly without having to ever buffer more than one packet . Clearly, fragmentation logic is a goo d example of a synchronized streams processor (ssP), which takes a stream of packets, performs a relatively simple and prespecified transformation on them, and outputs the transformed stream .
As part of the BPN project, a high level ssP silicon compiler (sspc) has been developed which ca n take the functional description of a ssP and generate a VLSt design for ssP implementation [29] .
Implementation of the reassembly logic in hardware for the general case is considered comple x and harmful [22] , but it can be simplified in the VHSI environment because gateways have mor e knowledge about the underlying networks via the parametric description, and because packet s belonging to a congram normally travel on the same path . For example, gateways know the packet misordering probability and misordering separation for a given network . Thus, the reassembl y logic can determine how many buffers to allocate and how long to wait for an out of sequenc e packet . The reassembly essentially involves sequencing input packets, copying data parts int o bigger segments, and generating the right McHIP header for the reassembled packet . The packet sequencing logic is the most complex component and is discussed later . Once the packets are i n the right sequence, the reassembly is again easy to implement as an ssP . Note that for fragment s that arrive too late or do not arrive at all, the reassembly process times out and either sends th e partially assembled packet or discards it . Both approaches are useful for different applications .
It is important to note that the gateway has to concurrently do reassembly of packets on multiple channels for a given output port . The maximum number of concurrent reassemblies is equal t o the number of possible logical channels, which is very large (e .g ., 2 16 for 16 bit long logical channe l numbers) . However, realistically there are only a small fraction of logical channels in use at an y time, and only a subset of these channels may require reassembly . Thus, it is reasonable to assume that there are 16-32 concurrent reassemblies . Of course, if all reassembly pipelines are busy, an d a new congram request is received which requires reassembly, the gateway can deny this request .
Packet Sequencing . The internet gateways can do limited packet sequencing to compensate fo r networks that may misorder packets . The idea here is not to guarantee perfect sequencing, because this functionality belongs to transport and application protocols and should not be duplicated a t the internet level for efficiency reasons . However, we argue that because packet sequencing i s included in reassembly logic, which is implemented in hardware, this functionality can be mad e available to other congrams, without significant penalty in terms of delay . Packet sequencin g within the gateway does help in making better performance guarantees to the application . Figur e 10 shows the block diagram design of the packet sequencing logic . The major components includ e -a RAM to provide storage for the out of sequence packet s -a CAM (content addressable memory) to store the sequence numbers of out of sequence packet s waiting in RA M -a register (MEP) to keep track of the sequence number of the next expected packet in sequenc e -a register (GIP) to contain the sequence number of the current input packe t multiplexers and demultiplexer s -control logi c At the time of the congram set up, the NEP register is loaded with the expected sequence numbe r of the first packet and a suitable timeout value is selected which decides how long to wait for a n out of sequence packet before considering it lost . When a packet is received, its sequence numbe r is compared with the next expected sequence number, and if it matches ( NEP = GIP), the packe t is routed directly to the output . This is the normal case . If CIP and NEP do not match, the packe t is stored in RAM with its sequence number and a pointer in CAM . For every packet cycle, the nex t expected sequence number is also matched with CAM keys to check if the packet to transmit has previously been received . If it has, the CAM gives the address of the packet in the RAM which i s used to read out the next packet onto the output . The control logic is responsible for enablin g the appropriate multiplexer and demultiplexer selects and also for keeping track of timeouts . Thi s scheme can be implemented using two chips : one for the control and CAM and the other on e for the RAM . However, it requires the RAM access times to be twice as fast as the input/outpu t data rate, because in a given packet cycle, it is possible that the output packet is read out fro m RAM and an out of sequence input packet is being copied into RAM . We could reduce the spee d requirements on RAM by using parallel or interleaved memory structures but that would increas e the memory chip count .
As mentioned earlier, a gateway has to do concurrent fragmentation and reassembly for multiple logica l channels, which means we need those many copies of the sequencing, fragmentation and reassembl y logic . It is reasonable to assume that one pipeline consisting of fragmentation and reassembly can b e implemented on three custom chips, and thus, for N concurrent pipelines, we need 3N chips .
It is important to note that we have simplified the packet forwarding in a gateway by using a congramoriented protocol, but have made it more complex by introducing packet sequencing, fragmentation , reassembly, and traffic smoothing . We believe that this is consistent with our objectives of achievin g higher throughput from the gateways and making performance guarantees to applications .
.5
Internet Routin g
The purpose of this section is to summarize the functionality expected of the internet routing protocol s in the VHSI . Although internet routing problems are not within the scope of this research, there ar e other research groups that are actively pursuing these issues . We summarize the requirements for th e internet routing within the VHSI in the following paragraphs :
Multipoint routing . An important aspect of the VHSI abstraction is a multipoint congram-oriente d service, which requires an internet routing protocol to take a set of endpoints and decide the nex t hop for each in order to build a corresponding congram spanning tree . Of course, the congram tree should be such as to optimize an appropriate internet cost function .
Routing based on resource requirements . In order to make performance guarantees, a congra m is routed such that its resource needs can be met with high probability . Thus, the internet routin g protocol has to account for the resource requirements of the congram (or the quality of servic e it needs) and for the resource availability of the underlying networks . Note that the resourc e requirements of a congram may be specified using a set of parameters as described in Section 3 .2 .
Routing based on access constraints . As mentioned earlier, a network in the VHSI can specify certain access constraints to ensure that its resources are used to carry only authorized traffic . Similarly, an application can specify routing constraints with respect to the subnetworks an d nodes traversed . Clearly, the internet routing protocol has to account for these access/routin g constraints while establishing congrams .
Standard requirements . In addition to above requirements, the internet routing protocol has t o meet a number of other standard requirements . For example, it should be stable and quickl y converge to a solution in the event of topological changes, should allow load balancing on multipl e paths, should dynamically adjust to significant network changes, and should allow the internet t o be hierarchically organized in domains and subdomains .
Clearly, no existing internet routing protocol has all this functionality . However, there are a number of promising research efforts in progress which aim at developing routing protocols/models which woul d include some or all of this functionality [9] . For example, the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) working group on Open Routing and Internet Task Force on Autonomous Networks are developin g routing models which would include support for policy based routing and type of service routing acros s a large internet of diverse networks [15] . Similarly, NBS and ANSI have proposals which also includ e support for policy based routing [23, 10] .
We have presented a novel internet abstraction, called the VHSI abstraction, as a candidate for the nex t generation of internet . The description of the vHSI abstraction in the previous section should hav e established its viability . However, there are still a number of research questions to be addressed, an d a number of design exercises to be undertaken to resolve the associated tradeoffs, and demonstrat e its feasibility in a realistic environment . In this section, we summarize work in progress that aims a t addressing these issues :
Multipoint Congram-oriented Internet Service . There are two important components to thi s aspect of the research : design and development of a prototype multipoint congram-oriented service, and evaluation of tradeoffs associated with congram sophistication vs . performance of congram management . Reference [20] contains the specification of the first version of MCHIP, an d we are building simulation models to study the tradeoffs associated with congram (includin g perpetual congrams) sophistication .
Resource Management . We have argued that resource management on a per congram basis is th e key to making performance guarantees to applications . As mentioned earlier, a number of network s do not do any internal resource management, and in such cases we have proposed that the gateway s provide this functionality . Gateways can keep track of all active congrarns and their resource usag e and also monitor resource availability in the network . We are developing analytical and simulatio n models which will evaluate this resource management strategy and associated tradeoffs for tw o cases : broadcast LANS and connectionless WANE .
Gateway Architecture . There are two components to this part of the research : design and implementation of a prototype gateway based on the proposed architecture, and evaluation of effectiveness of the traffic smoothing, shared pipeline, and fragmentation and reassembly components o f the gateway .
An important aspect of this research effort is to deploy and test these prototype implementations i n a small scale experimental internet, consisting of a BPN (four 16 port switches) and a few segments of Ethernet and PDDI . This experimental internet is a part of a joint project between the Southwester n Bell Telephone and Washington University, and is planned to demonstrate the feasibility of BPN (o r high speed packet switching) technology for visual/image communications .
CONCLUSIO N
We have presented a very high speed internet (vHS!) abstraction that can help efficiently suppor t guaranteed levels of performance for a variety of applications, and can cope with the ever increasin g diversity of underlying networks with rapidly growing user population and needs . The important aspect s of this abstraction are the following : o A novel plesio-reliable multipoint congram-oriented service which we claim has the advantages o f both classical connection and connectionless approaches .
o A gateway architecture that can support data rates of a few hundred Mbps, can interface with diverse networks, and can implement the congram-oriented service without becoming a performanc e bottleneck .
® A resource management strategy across diverse networks to provide predictable performance t o congrams .
